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In the long rever of the development with the whole world, the development of industry 
has become the most fundamental and power of the world economic progress. In addition, the 
maturity and progress of political culture is closely related to economic development. 
Therefore, the progress of the whole society depends on the development of the whole 
industry. 
The importance of industry is so necessary that with the whole social digital and 
network continues to penetrates, there are so many success stories of digital and networking 
for other industries have been hailed by the family. However, in the industrial feild they are 
also keeping a relatively primitive production mode and management mode. For the 
industrial field, using the digital and networking advantages to improve the industrial 
production process in the production process and management mode and optimize the 
production management process. so as to improve the production quality and improve 
production efficiency, is more worthy of looking forward. Therefore, the industrial field of 
digital and network development will become another opportunity for industrial 
development. 
The quality control system for a secure industrial production unit is a system which is 
developed for the production process automation and semi automation solution. The design 
and implementation of the quality control system is in accordance with the general process of 
software engineering development. First, surveying the production site,.second,the main 
business of the production process is analyze.And then a detailed analysis of the 
summary.Finally,the final analysis of the functional units to achieve. The system uses JAVA 
as the main development language, and IDEA IntelliJ integrated environment as the 
development platform.In addition, the system uses MySQL as the system's database. System 
main modules include: using material management module and process management module 















and control the production process quality, using system management module and authority 
management module to maintain the basic business operation of the whole system. 
The realization of the quality control system is a manifestation of the digital and network 
in the industrial field. Although that is only for this industrial production units, and it does not 
have a universal adaption. But it includes many sides and it may be a good inspiration to 
other industrial production units. 
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